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Combined analysis of weak lensing and Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect data provides a valuable
tool for examining the morphology of clusters of galaxies. Knowledge of their astrophysical
behaviour will be necessary to derive cosmological parameters from upcoming SZ surveys by
telescopes such as the Arcminute Microkelvin Imager (AMI). I outline a Bayesian technique
used to combine a weak lensing and SZ data, its application to lensing and SZ data for eight
clusters observed by AMI, and discuss AMI’s science programme.

1 SZ and Weak Lensing

AMI1’s primary goal is to survey for galaxy clusters in the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich2,3,4 (SZ) effect, thus
avoiding many of the biases present in optical, infra-red and X-ray surveys. This interferometric
radio telescope is optimised for detecting the SZ signal and examining the morphology of the
gas in galaxy clusters5. Unfortunately the SZ signal alone is not sufficient to determine all
astrophysical parameters of a cluster, as there are parameter degeneracies present in any model
used. Weak lensing can break these degeneracies by providing an independent measure of a
cluster’s mass distribution. To combine these datasets we have modified McAdam6 to analyse
jointly lensing and SZ data.

2 Eight Galaxy Clusters

Twenty-two clusters were observed with MegaCam7 on the CFHT; a selection of declination
(δ > 10◦) such that they could be jointly observed with AMI leaves sixteen clusters. Of these,
eight have favourable radio source environments at AMI’s observing frequency of 15 GHz: A115,
A611, A851, A1914, A2111, A2218, Zw1358+62 and A2259. The radio data was processed using
AMI’s reduction software reduce, and outputted as a uv-fits file. Radio sources in the field of
view are measured using legacy Ryle Telescope data, or the recently-commissioned AMI Large
Array. The positions and fluxes in each frequency channel are inputted to McAdam as priors.

The optical data consist of images in g- and r-bands, for colour determination and lens-
ing, respectively. For these two-hour exposures, the rAB-magnitude limit is 25.9, the seeing is
0.7′′ and the field of view is approximately one square degree. All sources in each image are
SExtracted8 and stars selected according to their size and magnitude. These are used to determ-
ine the point-spread function over the map. Cluster members are detected using photometry
and removed from the sample.

im2shape, a shape-extraction program developed by Sarah Bridle9, is run on background



lensed galaxies, deconvolving the calculated point-spread function. The result is a shear cata-
logue of around 65,000 objects for each image.

3 Bayesian Analysis

To explain the relevant mathematics behind the Bayesian analysis of SZ data we generalise AMI
to a single frequency ν. Assuming a small field size, such an interferometer measures samples
from the complex visibility plane Ĩν(u). This is given by the weighted Fourier transform of the
surface brightness Iν ,

Ĩν(u) =

∫
Aν(x)Iν(x) exp(2πiu · x) d2x, (1)

where x is the position relative to the phase centre, Aν(x) is the (power) primary beam of the
antennas at the observing frequency ν (normalised to unity at its peak), and u is a baseline
vector in units of wavelength.

With observed visibility components are ordered into a data vector di, the likelihood function
can be written as6:
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where χ2 is a statistic quantifying the misfit between observed data d and predicted data dP.
The latter is a function of the model SZ surface brightness δIν which is calculated by applying
the cluster parameter values, obtained through the sampling step, to the cluster model:
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)
, (3)

and the normalisation factor is

ZL = (2π)2Nvis/2 |C|1/2. (4)

where the covariance matrix, C, describes the noise on a SZ observation

C = Creceiver + CCMB + Cconfusion. (5)

The first term on the right-hand side is a diagonal matrix with elements σ2
i δij , with σi the rms

Johnson noise on the ith baseline visibility. The second term contains significant off-diagonal
elements and can be calculated from a given primordial CMB power spectrum10. Confusion
noise can be calculated after Scheuer(1957)11.

A similar process can be carried out for the lensing data. Assuming the distribution of
ellipticities of the background galaxies is Gaussian, the covariance matrix for lensing data is
diagonal. We generate the reduced shear, given the model, at each real galaxy position and
compare to the data using χ2, as above.

The joint likelihood is simply calculated using

log(L) = log(LSZ) + log(Llensing) (6)

McAdam now uses ‘Multimodal Nested Sampling’12 to perform the parameter estimation
and model selection for different cluster models efficiently. Part of the power of Bayesian infer-
ence is being able to input prior knowledge to the calculation. In the AMI Small Array data
there will be a large number of radio point sources; these and their sidelobes contaminate the
SZ signal so their positions, fluxes and spectra must be measured as accurately as possible and
inputted to the model. This will be done with raster maps created using the AMI Large Array.



4 Results

AMI Small Array has been observing a variety of targets for two years; each of the eight afore-
mentioned clusters has over 12 hours integration time. At this point, confusion noise dominates
thermal noise; to model or subtract point source contributions from the map we need informa-
tion on small angular scales, i.e. long baseline data. The recently commissioned telescope, AMI
Large Array, is now producing excellent rasters of cluster fields from which we will obtain point
source fluxes, positions and spectra. Figure 1 shows AMI Small and Large Array maps of A1914.
The central SZ decrement is clearly visible in the Small Array map, as well as several unresolved
groups of sources. The ‘source’ just south-west of the decrement is revealed as a cluster of six or
more sources in the Large Array map, which gives us invaluable prior information for McAdam.
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Figure 1: AMI maps of A1914

The optical data are lensing quality; Figure 2 shows a LensEnt13 analysis of the shear
catalogue for A115. The red circled structures in the centre of the image compare favourably to
other analyses14 of this cluster. The green and purple circles indicate possible other structures
which the joint analysis should reveal as real or artefactual.

Figure 2: LensEnt analysis of the shear catalogue produced by im2shape shape measurement of the lensed
background galaxies in r-band image of A115



5 Upcoming Science with AMI

With only a handful of known clusters at z & 1 there is an overwhelming need for a blind
SZ survey. The advantage of SZ for surveying is that it selects clusters solely by their total
baryonic mass (if we assume a scaling relation, see below), as well as almost independently of

their redshift. This offers the prospect of a cluster survey less biased than optical or X-ray
surveys that allows us to measure the comoving number density of clusters as a function of mass
and redshift, dn(M,z)

dz , right back to the epoch of cluster formation. This SZ measurement of the
evolution of cluster abundance is a powerful cosmological probe, yielding measurements of σ8

and Ωm.

AMI’s chief science goal is just such an SZ survey. In addition, the telescope will measure
the CMB power spectrum at high angular scales (ℓ > 2000) and investigate the CBI excess15.
AMI’s resolution of ≈ 1′ is also ideal for searching for other non-Gaussian CMB features, such
as ionization regions, cosmic strings and textures.

AMI surveys will be carried out in three phases. First, we will survey (with medium depth
and medium area) 10 1-square-degree CFHT R and z′ deep optical fields, plus the XMM-LSS
region16. This survey will yield 5-σ detections of 2 × 1014M⊙ high-z clusters, at a rate of one
square degree in 12× 24 hours. Second, we will undertake a survey of shallow depth over a wide
area of about 300 square degrees (VSA/9C fields17). Finally, we will survey a small area very
deeply, reaching a 5-σ detection of 1.5× 1014M⊙ in 10 hours. This is at the confusion limit due
to unsubtracted sources assuming the measured source counts at 5 mJy are simply extrapolated
to 0.05 mJy; the real situation must be better than this, because we have yet to measure the
turnover in the source counts.

This leads to another important outcome of AMI surveys: measuring deep radio source
counts, which will improve our knowledge of foregrounds for Planck and other instruments. With
the same intent, we have been examining Galactic phenomena such as supernova remnants18,
hii regions and spinning dust19. The lensing sample described above is a subset of other pointed
cluster observations20 in which we examine the astrophysical properties of known clusters to
make preliminary constraints on some cosmological parameters such as H0, q0, fg, and compare
with X-ray data to improve cluster scaling relations, e.g. the relationship of X-ray-derived
temperature TX to X-ray- and SZ-derived masses, MX , MSZ .
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